The Zimmatic® 9500 Series leads the industry in long-lasting design and operation. No other brand features larger, stronger tower legs and the thickest pipeline on the market. From the robust construction to the innovative structure and components, these machines offer reliability season after season.

These irrigation systems consistently provide proven results in varying terrain and cropping situations, and are built to provide trouble-free operation even in the most challenging environments.

Choose your pivot point, spans, tower structure, driveline, control panel and add-ons for a custom system.

9500P
Nothing else on the market can touch the construction of the 9500P, which features the industry’s thickest pipeline for unmatched performance and strength.

9500MP
Three different mobile pivot solutions allow you to spread your investment over multiple fields.

9500CC WITH GPS CORNER GUIDANCE
The GPS-guided corner system brings more acres under irrigation while its unique SmartChip technology ensures more uniform application for better yields.

9500DS
This option, available for center pivots gives you the ability to quickly and easily drop obstructed outer spans, irrigate and then reattach those spans to continue irrigation.

9500L
Hose-fed and ditch-fed laterals can bring up to 98% more of your crop into full production with a choice of water supply and guidance systems.

9500PL
Combines the advantages of pivot and lateral systems for greater flexibility, lower input costs and higher yields.
9500 SERIES | WHERE TOUGH MEETS TECHNOLOGY

**STRUCTURE**

- **Strong, smart design that's flexible enough to handle any task.**
- **The most tower options, with enough to handle any field.**
- **High-tensile strength 3/4 inch hot dipped galvanized steel is built with the industry's thickest pipeline and the most flexibility of any irrigation system.**
- **Zimmatic's exclusive V-Jack truss design distributes the span's load by uneven terrain.**
- **“X-type” tower bracing reduces tower movement caused by torsional stress.**
- **Forged-head truss design results in less heat, friction and overall wear.**
- **3/4-horsepower motor provides the industry’s highest efficiency, and non-helical gear reduces wasted energy.**
- **The industry's fastest standard rotation speed - producing a 9 RPM increase over the competition.**
- **The industry's largest Rugged AT Gearbox.**

**PIPELINE**

- **The thickest, most substantial pipeline provides strength and durability.**
- **11 gauge pipeline is more than 10 percent thicker than the competition’s best offering, providing strength and maintaining integrity.**
- **Available in a variety of long-lasting materials: poly-lined, stainless steel, aluminum, and galvanized.**
- **Uni-Knuckle span connection offers full support, stress-free flexibility and external design to eliminate flow restriction.**
- **Pipe diameter fits to each field, with: 10, 8, 6 1/2, and 5-9/16 inch sizes available.**
- **Formed-roller outlets provide a strong, watertight seal for long years and longer pivot life.**

**DRIVE OPTIONS**

- **Keep growing with the industry’s most durable and efficient drivetrain.**
- **The 43 RPM motor provides the industry’s longest wheel life – 13 hours – three hours faster than the competition.**
- **Available in a variety of long-lasting materials: poly-lined, stainless steel, aluminum, and galvanized.**
- **The thickest, most durable and efficient drivetrain.**
- **Formed-roller outlets provide a strong, watertight seal for long years and longer pivot life.**
- **Uni-Knuckle span connection offers full support, stress-free flexibility and external design to eliminate flow restriction.**

**CONTROL OPTIONS**

- **Zimmatic’s advanced technology products provide simple, easy-to-use control over your irrigation system.**
- **They offer convenience and lower operating costs through the efficient use of time, labor, energy and water.**

**FIELDNET® Remote Irrigation Management**

- **Basic, dependable and economical, the BASIC features automatic shutdown, reverse and power restart. FieldNET® remote capabilities are unlocked with the purchase of Pivot Control Lite.**

**VISION FOR PIVOTS**

- **User-friendly and Internet-ready, this control panel provides vital pivot status information at a glance.**

**VISION FOR LATERALS**

- **Easy-to-use interface is 15 times faster to program than other lateral panels and features custom application plans.**

**GPS OPTION**

- **The GPS continuously monitors the power of global positioning to identify the exact location of the end gun in relation to the pivot point.**

**FIELDNET® Remote Irrigation Management**

- **Basic to robust capabilities. Intuitively guides you to match the needs of your operation.**
- **Saves time and resources. Helps you optimize profitability and make better decisions.**
- **Fits almost any brand of electric irrigation system. Seamlessly manages multiple pivot/lateral/drip brands and equipment.**
- **Eliminates guesswork. FIELDNET® Advisor™ continually optimizes application with multi-source data.**

myfieldnet.com
Radial Tires
Radial tires offered by Zimmatic provide a new high performance alternative to bias tire options.
• Wide, flat profile for improved flotation and tracking
• Low air pressure for less compaction and rutting
• Heavy load rating; even at lower pressures
• 8-year pro-rated warranty

Non-directional Tires
Non-directional bias ply tires work well in forward or reverse.
• Ideal for corners, laterals or part circle machines
• Equal traction in forward and reverse directions
• Excellent traction in consistently wet conditions

Lindsay bias ply tires
The cost-effective choice for traditional bias tires.
• Available in popular sizes
• Field tested and proven
• Meet Lindsay’s rigorous quality standards
• 8-year pro-rated warranty

NFTTrax
(Airless Wheel Assembly)
The patented NFTTrax is an airless wheel design that will never go flat and keeps wheel ruts to a minimum – saving time, labor and replacement costs.
• Tensioned rubber belt with steel core
• Improved track maintenance due to horizontal tread and high/low pressure soil interaction
• 5-year warranty

To find out how to save water and energy while achieving higher yields with the 9500 Series, visit www.zimmatic.com or talk to your local Zimmatic by Lindsay dealer.